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Overview presentation 

• How do we define Open data and how did we get started? 

 

• History of the database of Statistics Netherlands 

 

• Implementation of Open data 

 

• Involvement of users of Open data 

 

• Products and examples 

 

• Lessons learned 

 

• Issues and discussion 
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What is Open data? 

Open Data is (government) data made available electronically in such a 

way that programmers can use them directly for various applications. 

 

Open data are  

• Public data 

• Free of licence 

• Funded by public means 

• Machine-readable 

• Using open IT-standards 

• Respecting privacy 
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Timeline StatLine database 

Circa 1990 First statistics database and interface 

1990-2000 Slow expansion of StatLine database 

 

2000   StatLine becomes primary channel for all figures 

2001-2009 Rapid expansion of StatLine database 

 

2010   First experiment with web services; iPhone app 

2011  Improvement output database: metadata as xml  

  files; data as text files; no SQL 

 

2012   Decision to implement Open data for StatLine 

2012-2014  Development of Open data 
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Project approach 

Demand for web services had existed for several years. 

Starting impulse: government policy to have Open data in 2015. 

 

Development by IT department in close contact with some key users: 

– Research institutions; 

– Small IT companies working on data visualisation tools. 

 

Some key users selected for feedback during first stages. 

Input before, during and after introduction of Open data. 

 

LinkedIn group established for contact with users. 

Organisation of user meetings twice a year.  
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Road to Open data 

2012  Proof of concept  

 Microsoft Azure Data market 

 Open standard for Open data queries 

 

2013  Beta version  

 Version with 150 small and popular tables  

 Positive feedback from customers 

 

2014  Final release  

 All StatLine tables (3,700 at the time) 

 App: beta-version interface using Open data 

  

After  Fine-tuning and expansion of Open data facility 
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Linkedin group 
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link 

https://www.linkedin.com/groups/5190698


Open data community Netherlands 
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User meetings at Statistics Netherlands, twice a year. 

 

Central government site for all Open data sets: 

https://data.overheid.nl/  

This site gives access to all data sets of Statistics Netherlands. Owned 

by the Ministry of the Interior.  

 

Universities, data brokers, VNG, municipalities, IT companies, financial 

institutions, data scientists, health institutions and so on. 

 

Many other meetings on Open data: congresses,  workshops, 

hackatons, app-building contests, etc. 

 

https://data.overheid.nl/
https://data.overheid.nl/
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System setup 

Database  

4,000 tables  

 

StatWeb 

interface  
Data portal StatLine App 

StatFlow 

(governance tool) 

 

StatBuild 

(building tool) 

 

StatLinevijver 

(classifications) 
Open Data 

Web services 

(open standards) 

Widget 

http://opendata.cbs.nl/Dataportaal/index.html?_la=nl&_catalog=CBS&_si=&_gu=&_ed=Nationaliteit&_td=Perioden&tableId=80059ned&$filter=((Nationaliteit eq '7000')) and (substringof('JJ',Perioden))&$select=Nationaliteit, Perioden, TotaalAsielverzoekenEnNareizigers_1&graphType=bar
http://opendata.cbs.nl/dataportaal/portal.html?_la=nl&_catalog=CBS


Data portal (homepage) 

10 link 

http://opendata.cbs.nl/dataportaal/portal.html?_la=en&_catalog=CBS


Data portal (table) 
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http://opendata.cbs.nl/dataportaal/portal.html?_la=en&_catalog=CBS&tableId=37422eng&_theme=1037


Data portal (Central government) 
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link 

https://data.overheid.nl/


Examples of Open data (1)  

13 link 1 link 2 

http://staatvanhetmkb.nl/dashboard/de-ondernemer
http://staatvanhetmkb.nl/dashboard/de-ondernemer
http://livecharts.nl/coen/branche/?sbi=307500&ov=307500
http://livecharts.nl/coen/branche/?sbi=307500&ov=307500


Examples of Open data (2) 
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link  

https://go.localfocus.nl/
https://go.localfocus.nl/


StatLine App 

15 link  

http://betaopendata.cbs.nl/AngularWebApp/
http://betaopendata.cbs.nl/AngularWebApp/


Open data for third parties 

Statistics Netherlands has a second web service for third parties, such 

as other government organisations.  

Most of these are financed by one of the Ministries. 

 

• JM (Youth monitor) 

• IV3 (Financial information from local governments) 

• MKB (Information aimed at small and medium-sized businesses) 

• MLZ (Monitor long-term care) 

• RIVM (Public health and health care) 

 

Custom-made open data service. Some only have a web service, some 

have a data portal, some have the app or a widget. 
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Lessons learned: practical feedback  

• Tables need to be up 24/7. 

 

• Re-design of a table has an unpredictable effect on existing Open 

data applications. Adding or changing topics of a table in particular 

turns out to be disruptive.  

 

• Codes of topics and categories become more important. ‘Machine-

readable’ means using codes is standard, not free-format texts, as is 

common with a user interface. Standardising classifications gets 

more priority: same label, same code, same description.  

 

• Explanation of API (application programming interface) necessary. 

User manuals are important, e.g. for Excel Power Pivot.  
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Lessons learned 
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• The possibilities for combining data are huge 

• Open data has become a buzz word 

• Using your own service is a good way of learning 

 

• Open data services are meant for developers, not for the average 

internet surfer 

• Open data user questions are technical, not content-related 

• Data from Statistics Netherlands are mainly used as a basic layer, to 

which data from other sources may be added 

 

• Developing a business model for Open data products is difficult; 

• General applications are rare; usually a commissioning party hires an 

IT company for a well-defined product or project 

 

 

 

 



A look into the future 
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Open data road 

What could lie 
around the 
corner? 



Issues  

• Business models  no money, no investments 

• Goal for Open data in 2015 has not been attained 

• Not all government institutions (such as municipalities) are ready for Open data 

 

• Financial investment is for government institutions, but the financial revenues 

are harvested by Open data users 

• Intangible revenues for Statistics Netherlands are plenty: better use of available 

data, more brand awareness 

 

• Use of Open data is difficult to measure. One query on a table may lead to 

thousands of data views…. or none. 

• Government data are open, but actual users are closed; this may result in a take-

the-data-and-run approach to Open data.  

• Metadata of tables are not machine-readable. 
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Discussion 
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